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TCU Election results
In
yesterday’s
Tufts
Community Union (TCU) elections, two new senators in
the junior class and two in
the senior class were elected.
The open seat for sophomore
class council tresaurer was also
filled, in addition to open seats
on the TCU Judiciary and the
Committee on Student Life.
The results are as follows:

Senior senate

on to community representative
and Programming Board seats
uncontested:

LGBT Center representative
John Kelly, sophomore

Women’s Center representative
Grainne Griffiths, junior

junior class council
President: Patrick Kazley

Jameelah Morris
Tabias Wilson

Treasurer: Jordanna Rosen

Junior Senate

Sophomore class council
Secretary

Shriya Nevatia
Joshua Youner

Daniel Madwed

Judiciary

Becky Goldberg, sophomore
Leah Shaw, freshman

Committee on Student Life

Emani Holyfield, sophomore
Kumar Ramanathan, sophomore

sophomore class
council treasurer

Michael Fein
Several students also walked
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	The election had a 32.6 percent voter turnout with 1,704
students casting ballots, according to Elections Commission
Public Relations Chair Paige
Newman, a freshman.
Morris, who ran alongside
Wilson on identical platforms,
said the two new senators plan
to bring to their one-semester
tenure a focus on academic
equity and increased research
opportunities.

“Both Tabias and I have
worked with various aministrators on ways that we can
get more support for research
opportunities in various academic fields,” she said last
night after the election results
were released.
	Ramanathan is one of two
new elected student representatives to the Committee
on Student Life, a group of
faculty members and students
charged with hearing appeals
of decisions handed down by
the Judiciary. He said that he
looks forward to encouraging
more cooperation between
the committee and the students it serves.
“I hope to bridge the gap
between the the CSL and the
student body,” he said.
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Admissions to revamp
campus tours, alter routes
by James

Pouliot

Daily Editorial Board

The Office of Undergraduate
Admissions is rolling out changes to its tour program following
a recent review of other universities’ tour offerings for prospective students.
Although the current tour
program regularly receives
positive responses, according to Associate Director of
Admissions Daniel Grayson, he
believes that parts of it can be
altered to better reflect Tufts’
culture and the value of a Tufts
education.
Changes will include minor
alterations to the tour route and
an emphasis on students’ experiences at Tufts, Grayson said.
The new tours will feature a
detour through the “back end”
of the Academic Quad to see
engineering buildings, he said,
with tour guides also using the
windows of the Granoff Music
Center to view the athletic
fields.

Rather than giving statistics
like class size and student-tofaculty ratios, tour guides will
be encouraged to tell stories
about their individual experiences, Grayson added.
“If you’re doing research in
a lab or you’re taking a cool
class, you have a two- or threeminute stop where the point
is to get people to think differently about the world as a result
of the experience they have,”
he said. “One of the major selling points is ‘Tufts will broaden
your world.’ If people can leave
the tour feeling like they’ve
learned something substantive,
that’s a way to model for them
the kind of experience they’ll
have at Tufts.”
Grayson,
Admissions
Counselors Justin Pike and
Nicholas Kruter and sophomore
tour guide Matthew Braly took
tours of Babson College, Boston
College and Brown University to
determine how Tufts can distinsee TOURS, page 2

Boundless offers free online textbook alternative
by Victoria

Leistman

Daily Editorial Board

Boundless Learning, a Boston-based
startup company that offers students digital textbooks at no cost, has seen consistent growth in membership since its
arrival on campus last semester.
Over 300 students have signed up for
the free service since the beginning of
the semester, according to Boundless
Campus Marketing Manager John Kwon.
Boundless experts generate digital versions
of textbooks assigned to university classes
by compiling information available publicly under Creative Common licenses.
“All of our online stuff is tailored to the
assigned textbook in your class,” Kwon, a
junior, said. “It would cover the exact same
concepts in your textbook in the exact
same order,” he said. “It is just a way easier,
more effective and cheaper alternative.”
As long as sources are cited, the information can be used without running
the risk of plagiarism, according to Vice
President of Marketing Healy Jones.
“We use information that has been
created by the government and research
institutions and even Wikipedia to create
textbooks that are available in digital format completely for free,” Jones said.
The Boundless website currently offers
textbooks on 18 basic college subjects
including microbiology, art history and
accounting. The company also offers
textbooks for specific classes at participating universities.
Educators can also provide Boundless
with their course syllabi, and Boundless
will align the content of the textbook to
the course material. Professors can then
send their students links to their tailored
online Boundless course.
Students who register are also able to
create and use additional study tools such
as flashcards, study guides and quizzes.
Tufts’ Boundless representatives have
been posting flyers around campus,

tabling at the Mayer Campus Center and
making announcements at introductory
level courses, according to Kwon.
The initial idea for Boundless was conceived in 2010, when Co-Founders Ariel
Diaz and Aaron White realized how high
the cost of college textbooks had risen,
Jones said.
“The rate of inflation of textbook prices
is I think three times the rate of general
inflation,” Jones said. “The price of text-

books are increasing faster than [the price
of] medical care.”
The company officially launched in
2011 in Boston area schools including
Babson College, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology and Harvard University. It
has since spread to over 2,000 colleges
across the country reaching as far as the
University of Minnesota and the University
of Florida, Jones said.
Jones noted that while the compa-

ny has seen consistent growth since its
inception, its development has not been
without struggles.
Last April, three of the nation’s largest
publishing companies — Pearson, Cengage
Learning and Bedford, Freeman & Worth
Publishing Group — sued Boundless for
copyright infringement, Jones said.
“All the content — we write it,” he said.
see BOUNDLESS, page 2

Courtesy Healy Jones

Over 300 students have accessed free digital textbooks through new website Boundless since its arrival to Tufts last semester.
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TTS gives access to cloud storage service
	A Tufts Technology Services (TTS) initiative
will allow all members of the Tufts community to access the file-sharing and storage
site Box.com with their Tufts username and
password for free.
“The cloud computing services are becoming more and more popular,” TTS Director
of Communications and Organizational
Effectiveness Dawn Irish said. “They’re a
great solution for things like backing up
your laptops as well as collaborating on
documents and files with your colleagues
and your peers in class, so we thought it
was a great investment for the university to
make at this time.”
	A link to the log-in page for Tufts community
members can be found on the TTS website.
	TTS purchased the license at the end of
last year and ran a pilot through January
before opening it up to students, Irish
explained.
“We had 600 people split across the university and split across all three campuses [in the
pilot],” TTS Manager of Enterprise Services Lee
Raymond said. “About half of them were faculty and staff, and the other half were students,
so we heard feedback from all of the groups,”
	The service can be used to store or share
any sort of files up to one gigabyte in size,
and students can store up to 20 gigabytes
total per person. Irish added that it will be
up to specific users to determine how they
will use the service.

“I think people might use it very differently in some cases,” she said. “Certainly
it can be used for schoolwork and business practices, but it can also be used as
a safe place to put your vacation pictures
or your family tree that you’ve been
working on.”
	Raymond explained that it will be an
important new resource for students that
will act as an supplemental site to Trunk for
academic purposes.
“For me, if I were to look at it from a
student’s eyes, the ability to share files
with a group of individuals [is] valuable,”
Raymond said.
	TTS receives reports of how many new
accounts are created per day, as well as
any login issues users report, according to
Raymond. He said about 200 Tufts users
per day have signed up since its release late
last month.
“Basically we’ll be looking to see how the
service grows and how quickly it’s adopted,”
Raymond said. “We certainly hope that
it’s well-received by the students and wellreceived by the faculty and staff, and we
want to make sure we grow the service at
the pace that those groups wanted to use
the service.”
Irish said it is likely that TTS will renew the
service when the current license expires.
— by Patrick McGrath

OLIVER PORTER / The Tufts Daily

Students and staff can now access the file storage site Box for free with a Tufts username.

Revised campus tours to feature new routes, personalized dialogue
TOURS

continued from page 1

guish itself from other universities in the eyes of applicants.
Grayson explained that
their three-college trip uncovered several redundancies, as
almost every tour guide joked
about tripping while walking
backwards or referred to their
campus’ oldest building as
“the Hogwarts building.” This
is especially problematic in
Boston since families often tour
multiple colleges in a single day,
he said.
The admissions office hopes
to replace such elements with
material that reflects on Tufts as
a modern campus that adapts
to changing trends and thought
patterns, Grayson said.
He mentioned Tufts’ strong lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community as a significant
draw to the school that would
not have been talked about during tours in the past. Grayson
believes that talking about such
issues on tours will set the university apart from its peers.

“How much of what people
have been talking about on
campus tours is a function of
what was being talked about
20 years ago?” he said. “There
are a range of issues that didn’t
exist even five or 10 years ago
that exist now — Coming Out
Day was this subversive thing
15 to 20 years ago. There’s an
opportunity to talk about these
student issues.”
Some of the changes, such as
the alteration of the tour route,
will happen within a matter
of weeks, but others will take
more time because of the number of tour guides who must be
trained under the new system,
Grayson said.
Junior Cole von Glahn,
an admissions tour guide,
expressed approval of the
changes to the program, noting
that current tour guides were
consulted in the process.
However, he questioned whether more experienced tour guides,
having already perfected the
existing program, would actually
adhere to the modifications.

“I think it’s going to be weird
for the old guys,” Von Glahn said.
“I know in the past, often the

continued from page 1

“We have Ph.Ds., masters students, TAs,
that are writing the content for us. We
wouldn’t be working here if we weren’t confident that we aren’t actually plagiarizing.”
Aside from the legal battles, the startup
has faced challenges convincing students
that its textbooks are an alternative that
won’t jeopardize their academic success,
Kwon said.
“To be honest, I think at such an academically driven school like Tufts, if the
professor says you need to get this textbook to get that ‘A,’ a lot of students will
get that textbook no matter how expensive
it is,” he said.
Professor of Biology Michael Romero
teaches Biology and the American
Social Contract, one of the 12 courses
with a textbook alternative on the Tufts
Boundless site. Romero is unsure if the
material on the website would be an
adequate replacement for the textbook
he assigns.
“Over the years I have made a huge
effort to use the actual figures from the
textbook I select in my lectures,” he said.
Romero, who was unaware that an alternative to the assigned textbook was being
offered on the Boundless site, said while

it.’ I hope that doesn’t happen,
because I think most of the
changes sound pretty good.”

Emma Boyd for the Tufts Daily

The Office of Undergraduate Admissions is altering its tours after reviewing the admissions tours at several
nearby universities.

Boundless textbooks have necessary
information but may lack key features
BOUNDLESS

older guys have been like, ‘I’ve
been doing this long enough.
I don’t really want to change

the online textbook would have much of
the necessary information, it may be lacking some of the diagrams he relies on as
teaching tools.
“I don’t see any reason why the students
in my class couldn’t get the information
from the [digital] textbook,” he said. “My
point is that my actual lecture really goes
into detail using the figures from the textbook that I’ve assigned. And those cannot
be copied.”
Boundless recognizes that although
it may not function as a comprehensive
alternative to assigned textbooks, it
can serve as an extensive study guide,
Kwon said.
The company does not charge users
any fee and is currently operating using
the $10 million that the company raised
as a startup foundation, Jones said. In the
future, Boundless may consider offering tutoring services to generate profit,
according to Jones. The company has
also been approached by a number of
academic institutions considering hiring
Boundless to create textbooks that they
would provide their students for free.
“We’re not making money right now,”
Jones said. “We’re just trying to make
really great content and get it in the
hands of students.”

Police briefs
This hall is on fire
Tufts University Police Department (TUPD)
officers at 2:30 p.m. on Jan. 30 received
a call about a fire on the third floor of
Sophia Gordon Hall. Officers arrived at
the scene to find that the sprinkler system
had activated and immediately extinguished the fire. The fire caused minimal
water damage in the rooms below the
suite, resulting in the relocation of eight
students to Stratton Hall. Police determined that the fire started after a cooking
stove was left unattended.

Winter smashed

TUPD reported that on Feb. 1 during
and after Winter Bash at the Westin
Copley Place Boston Hotel, a total of
18 students required medical attention
due to alcohol use. Boston Emergency
Medical Services was present at the
event and set up a room to care
for inebriated students. Ten intoxicated students were transported from
the venue back to campus and then
received care from Tufts Emergency
Medical Services. Six intoxicated students were immediately transported to
nearby hospitals. Two cases of intoxication occurred on campus.

“Oh na na, what’s my name”

TUPD between 9 p.m. on Feb. 1 and 1
a.m. on Feb. 2 at Winter Bash received
a call about a female student who was
unsteady and vomiting. The student
claimed to be from Brandeis University,
and the friend who was with her confirmed it to be true. When asked for
identification, the student furnished a
false name. Officers eventually found
out her name and discovered that she
was a Tufts student. She was transported
to Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
in Boston.

Magic backpack

Officers on Feb. 2 at 2 a.m. after Winter
Bash were given two bags that had
been left behind at the event. One was
a tote-style bag with a jacket inside, and
the other was a backpack. Police looked
through the bags to try to identify the
owners, discovering an opened bottle
of whiskey and a small amount of marijuana in the backpack. They identified the
owner of the backpack and contacted the
student. The student admitted the bag
was his, but said that he did not know
the contents were in there and claimed
that none of it was his.
— compiled by Jenna Buckle
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The Medford/Somerville area offers a wide variety of sushi.

The ultimate sushi roundup:
by Jon

Cheng

Daily Editorial Board

Jumbos are no strangers to combating the late-night munchies with pizzas, calzones and greasy Americanized
Chinese takeout. Though supplementing that meal with an upscale
dose of sushi may not be the newest
fad — Ethiopian cuisine and SouthAmerican tapas come to mind — it
is perhaps the most ubiquitous of
foreign staples that has dotted the
outskirts of Medford and Somerville.
The Daily gives the lowdown on five
options, most of which are available
to deliver.

Yoshi’s
Delivery: Yes
Sushi: 3/5
Value: 4/5
This Japanese and Korean hybrid
resides conveniently on College Ave.,
a five-minute stroll from South Hall
and an equally quick walk from Davis
Square. The tiny hole-in-the-wall
boasts an impressive array of creative
dishes — think Yellowtail Jalapeno
with ponzu sauce and caviar and
Kimchi Gae Gee — but their sushi
deserves better mention for having
the plumpest portions. Though their
tuna could be a little sweeter and more
precisely cut, we shouldn’t be the one
to complain, since their maki goes for
$5.75 a roll. And with 24 varieties of
Special Maki (we swear by their Under
Control Maki, with Hamachi, avocado,
tempura bits with yellowtail, salmon
and eel torched with scallion, Tobiko
and a light brushing of eel sauce),
there is more than enough for each
dining experience to be a new one.
Extra incentive: Tufts Students get a
10% discount.
Lunch, Mon-Sun 11:30 am-3pm,
Dinner, Mon-Thurs 3-10pm, Fri- Sun
3-11pm. 132 College Ave, Somerville
MA 02144, 617 623 9264
www.yoshis.net
Taipei Tokyo
Delivery: Yes
Sushi: 3.5/5
Value: 3.5/5
These days, surviving as a Japanese
restaurant alone just isn’t enough. So
while we appreciate the restaurant’s
attempts to diversify with their array

of Americanized Chinese staples, we’ll
just stick with what they still do best:
sushi. Of particular note are their lunch
sets, which offer two rolls (six maki
pieces each) for $9.50 and $4 extra for
three-roll sets. A la carte orders of their
sushi range from their nigiri offerings
to their specialized creations, all of
which are priced on a premium — an
Alaska Roll goes for $6.95. Yet the cost
is justifiable given the effort put in
to jazz up appearances — the newly
renovated, chic space is date-worthy,
and maki is artfully heaped on square
plates. At that rate, why not give this
Davis Square eatery a try?

you; Boston Ave.’s only Asian eatery
(right beside Helen’s) may excel in
quick, modestly-priced Chinese takeout. But their sushi-bar offerings are
equally as venerable, thanks to their
29 varieties of maki. Even more exotic
varieties can be ordered through their
Nigiri Sushi selection, which includes
among others Suzuki (Striped Bass,
$3.50) and Hokkgai (Surf Clam, $3.50),
even if you may be perfectly content
with their simplest choices. After all,
their most popular cuts of pristinely
fresh fish are delivered to their door,
twice a week. Convinced? It takes less
than 10 min and $5 to find out.

Sun-Thurs 11:30am-10:30pm, FriSat 11:30am-11pm. 7 Holland Street,
Somerville MA 02144 (Davis Square),
617 625 6666,
www.taipeitokyocafe.com

Mon-Sat 11 am-10:30 pm. Sunday
3pm- 10:30 pm. 321 Boston Ave,
Medford MA 02155,
www.rosemedford.com

Snappy Sushi
Delivery: No ( Takeout: Yes)
Sushi: 4/5
Value: 3/5
Taipei Tokyo’s hipster cousin is the
newer yuppie on the block, stripped
down to a zen-like minimalism that
is a welcome relief amid the bustle of
Davis Square. But the cute lacquered
boxes, earthenware pottery and gleaming sushi counter unfortunately come
at a price — one that rings in at just
under $6 for a spicy tuna roll. But the
expanding chain — including a sister
outlet at Newbury St. — does stand by
its mantra of delivering the freshest
produce, which means their slice of
salmon on vinegared, short-grain rice
is rich, buttery and never too fishy.
Otherwise, the more adventurous may
do even better with creative combos
like Kuishin Buono Roll (eel, avocado,
cucumber and flying fish roe, covered in Provolone cheese and roasted
pepper). Health-conscious? There is
always a brown-rice option to sub in
for any roll.

Genki Ya All-Natural & Organic Sushi

Sun-Thurs 11:30am-10pm, Fri-Sat
11:30am-11pm. 420 Highland Avenue,
Somerville MA 02144 (Davis Square),
617 625 0400, www.snappysushi.com

Delivery: Yes
Sushi: 4/5
Value: 4/5
That Genki Ya’s sushi is billed as
organic shouldn’t be anything more
than a marketing ploy, but even if it
weren’t — the USDA doesn’t certify fish
as organic — we’d be equally as content with their efforts to churn out the
freshest fish in Alewife. Though devotees are equally drawn to their nifty
vegetable combos (Color Vegetables
roll, $7.45, brings together mango,
avocado, asparagus, carrots, cucumber and spinach), the real deal-maker
here is their wide selection of special
makis. The Double Spicy Tuna Roll
($13.95) is a supersized, slightly jazzed
up version of the American favorite,
while their famous heaven-sent Genki
Ya Roll packs tuna, salmon, crab-stick,
avocado, sweet potato tempura, cream
cheese and flying-fish roll together,
deep fried in tempura batter ($10.95).
First-timers, beware, however: the
sushi here is breathtakingly priced.
Nonetheless, a three-roll special for
$14.50, plus a 10% rebate on online
orders encourages around-the-clock
deliveries, which are almost a necessity given its distance from Tufts.

Rose’s Restaurant
Delivery: Yes
Sushi: 4/5
Value: 4.5/5
Don’t let the unassuming name fool

Mon-Thurs 11:30 am-10:30 pm, Fri-Sat
11:30 am-11 pm, Sun 11:30 am-10pm.
231 Alewife Brook Pkwy, Cambridge
MA 02138, 617 661 8200,
www.genkiyasushi.com

i! I am Brionna, a senior at
Tufts, and you are about to go
on a semester-long adventure
with me. I hope you brought
your quest cap, and buckle up. It will be
bumpy, it will be uncomfortable, but stay
tuned in and keep reading — it will be
fan-freaking-tastic.
For starters, let’s discuss the purpose of
this column. This column every Thursday will
serve as a cautionary tale for some, a beacon
of hope for others and a makeshift space
for me (this is where it gets bumpy), but it’ll
highlight and capture some of my musings
on Tufts as a second-semester senior preparing to leave the Hill for greener, but perhaps
equally steep, hills in the “real world.”
My time at Tufts has been peppered
with bouts of activism, reflection, long
nights at Tisch poring over somethingor-other and midday naps that somehow turned into up-at-3-a.m.-rants, but it
hasn’t been short of insight. So, let’s begin
somewhere near the beginning.
I am a first-generation college student.
What that means, for me, is that I am the
first person in my family to attend college and I’m the closest to graduating of
anyone in my family. As a result, much of
my Tufts experience has been a very flyby-the-seat-of-your-pants sort of adventure, with no road map, color-by-numbers
or eight easy steps. Yes, I bought all of
the “secret to surviving college” books
pre-matriculation, and yes, I read them
cover-to-cover. I have yet to encounter a
(inexplicably) naked roommate, and being
a “collegiette” for me doesn’t involve sorority life. I will be discussing and reviewing
aspects and stories from my Tufts experience through the rearview mirror of my
college career. We will go over how showers kept me going during sophomore year,
the “major” question you field from your
family (and other inane questions, like
the equally maddening follow up, “What
are you going to do with that degree?”
We’ll discuss the degrees that nobody talks
about — the MRS. and MR. degrees — and
look into what it means to be an active
citizen at Tufts, fighting a good fight even
if it’s unpopular or misunderstood.
But let’s be clear. In May I am graduating with a B.A. in American studies, not a
Ph.D. in the psychology of higher education (that is a thing), but my experiences
and thoughts are still here, so that is that.
Over the years I’ve undulated between
social groups, levels of activism and levels of academic engagement, but everything always comes back to that insipid
Stephen Schwartz lyric from the musical
“Wicked:” “There are bridges you cross
you didn’t know you crossed until you
crossed.” Therefore, that’s part of what this
column is. It’s me looking at the bridges
I’ve crossed in retrospect, bridges you’re
probably coming up to on your walk
through Tufts, and ones you’re dancing
(or being dragged) across now. We’ll look
at overcommitting, dreams deferred, G1
student life, liberal arts anxiety (I’m suffering from it now!), finding your genuine
interests, activism, impact, the types of
people you meet at Tufts and exactly what
to do when nobody is answering your calls
on a Thursday night. Because, let us face
it, we have all been there. Right? Oh? Just
me? Ok. I have invested myself, my heart,
my joy and energy into this university,
and now that I have a moment to reflect
on it I want to share my musings with any
lovely reader with five to 10 minutes to
spare looking for a quick and interesting
read. If at any point you have qualms, you
know what to do — send an email or find
me on campus. I’m five feet tall, so finding me shouldn’t be too hard. Challenge
accepted? Ok, let’s go.

Brionna Jimerson is a senior majoring
in American studies. She can be reached at
Brionna. Jimerson@Tufts.edu.
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Unveiling
a city,
one story at
a time
Tufts grad’s Narratively
embraces ‘slow
journalism’
by

Ben Kochman

Daily Editorial Board

Courtesy Jem Cohen / Narratively

Writer Gabriel Cohen poses for a photo that accompanies his piece “A Splash of Red.”

Courtesy Emon Hassan / Narratively

One iconic Narratively documentary explored the life of a man who made instruments from
shovels, whiskey bottles and other rubbish.

M

ore than three months
after Hurricane Sandy
ravaged the Eastern
coastline, causing billions of dollars of damage and displacing thousands from
their homes, the storm is decidedly not
the top story in today’s 24-hour mainstream media news cycle.
But for Narratively, a new digital
platform devoted to producing one indepth story a day about New York City,
assessing the storms over the successive three months aligns with the publication’s editorial mission: find the
untold story and illuminate the unique
characters of a city when no one else is
watching.
Narratively, the journalistic brainchild of Noah Rosenberg (LA ‘05) that
launched in September 2012, did not
cover the storm at all when it wreaked
havoc back in October and was the top
story in newspapers and magazines
around the globe (including the one
you’re holding). But Rosenberg’s site
is devoting each of its five pieces this
week to taking a 360-degree look at how
individual New Yorkers are coping with
the storm’s aftermath.
On a recent Monday, for example,
a reporter rode along with a group of
unsung heroes in the Rockaways that
spent the weeks after the hurricane
pumping water out of their neighbors’
basements at no cost.
“We could have had a field day covering Hurricane Sandy [in October],
but everyone and their cousin was
covering Hurricane Sandy,” Rosenberg
said last month over coffee in Fort
Greene, Brooklyn, near the apartment
where the 30-year-old lives with his
girlfriend.
“Even outlets like The New Yorker
magazine, which made their reputa-

tions doing epic 12,000-word-long
pieces, were blogging and doing short
little dispatches,” he said. “Our mission
is to let the big guys do what they do,
and then to fill that void of stuff that’s
not being told.”
Slowing down the news cycle
Narratively’s editorial concept is
simple and bold: produce one story
Monday through Friday that ties into
some sort of theme. Each story is produced in whatever manner the reporter and the site’s editors deem most
appropriate. Most of the platform’s stories have included writing so far, but
Narratively — the internet URL for the
site is narrative.ly, to be precise — also
publishes photo slideshows and short
documentaries from an army of nearly
150 New York-based storytellers.
Narratively’s pieces are assigned or
pitched months in advance, and sometimes they are even products of years
of reporting that never found a place in
a more conventional media outlet, said
Rosenberg. Themes usually leave some
room for interpretation. For example,
the site has so far spent a week profiling
New York “hustlers.” Subjects included
a man who makes a living assembling
Ikea items and another who roams
the streets selling tickets to his own
stand-up comedy show. Another week
that revolved around the theme “Skin
Deep” included both a story about a
doctor doing pro-bono tattoo removal
for ex-cons and a profile of an oldschool furrier.
The unifying themes are that no
piece is time-sensitive and that the
content exists firmly outside of the
24-hour news cycle, which Rosenberg
considers repetitive.
“It’s all the same content, told in
a different voice, different platform,

different word count,” he said. “We
wanted to do something different. We
wanted to uncover these hidden truths,
unknown characters in a city.”
The site’s contributors comprise fulltime journalists and storytellers who
work or freelance elsewhere, but also
people who have jobs outside of journalism and who contribute to work for
Narratively because they believe in its
editorial mission.
“I’ll pitch an idea, and if they like it,
then I can just go on and do the story
the way it should be told, writing or
video or audio slideshow with a lot of
creative freedom,” Emon Hassan, who
has done freelance photography for
The New York Times and The Atlantic
magazine, and who produced a video
for Narratively recently about a man
who creates instruments of street
objects, as part of the theme “Trash to
Treasure.”
Rosenberg is not the only Tufts grad
involved in the project. Jessica Bal (LA
‘10), a former Arts editor for the Daily,
has contributed photography to the
site, including the photos that accompany the furrier piece. Bal contributes
to Narratively part-time in addition to
her day job working at The Metropolitan
Opera Guild.
“They do a really good job of creating, even with so many people that they
have contributing, a sense of community, a cool sharing of ideas,” she said.
“With something like a small start-up,
where you’re paying what you can or
relying on volunteer work, making people really feel like what they are doing
for you is appreciated.”
Last fall, Bal worked on a story for
Narratively in which she tracked down
and photographed New Yorkers who
live in homes where a murder or suicide took place, part of a weeklong
series about death.
“One of the most exciting ones was
when I went not too far from Lincoln
Center, and the only thing I knew was
that a teacher was murdered in the
apartment,” she said. “We were pretty
sure that it took place on the third
floor and so I walked up and just pushed
the doorbell, and said ‘I’m researching
someone who used to live here, do you
know of him?’ And he was yeah ‘Yeah
actually I helped find his body.’ And
then he let me in.”
Building the site from the ground up
Rosenberg, who graduated from Tufts
in 2005 as an English and Spanish double
major and whose distinctive physical features include a scruffy bread and longish
hair that he slicks into a bun, radiates
the buoyant intensity of someone who
is following his dreams as he details how
exactly Narratively came to be.
It was back in 2008, when Rosenberg
was working as a reporter at the Queens
Courier, when he began to feel the itch
that over the next few years would grow

into Narratively. The time and space
allotted to a reporter in a traditional
newsroom left a gap in longform feature reporting, he thought. The gap was
exacerbated by a financial crisis that
was causing publications nationwide to
slash reporting budgets.
“I was looking around and seeing
legacy media outlets really struggling
during the financial crisis, and I figured
this kind of human-interest content,
this rich feature reporting that can
really get to the heart of what a city is
all about, would continue to get thrown
by the wayside,” he said.
Rosenberg at first kept his idea —
that of a purely feature-reporting publication — to himself, sometimes waking up the middle of the night to jot
down thoughts in a notebook he kept
next to his bed. He started to reach out
to another journalists about the idea in
late 2010, after he had been to South
Africa and written about the World Cup
for the Wall Street Journal and GQ magazine and had started to freelance for
The New York Times.
With more experience and connections under his belt, Rosenberg reached
out to his friend Brendan Spiegel, also
a freelancer for the Times, who now
serves as Narratively’s Managing Editor.
Rosenberg, Spiegel and a handful of
other New York-based journalists who
were interested in devoting time and
resources to long, in-depth feature
pieces, began to meet informally at
Wednesday “editorial soirees” to drink
beer and further develop the idea.
“It’s tough to go in-depth and get at
the heart of a story when you only have
so much room, so much limited space,”
Rosenberg said. “I was finding that a lot
of these really talented journalists were
hungry for an outlet that would allow
them to do justice to some of these stories they had stumbled upon while on
the beat for the breaking news stories
they were covering.”
With the basic idea for the site in
place, Rosenberg remained unsure of
how to transform his project into a sustainable business. In late 2011, he was
accepted to the City of New York (CUNY)
Tow-Knight Center for Entrepreneurial
Journalism, an intensive four-month
program that empowered him with the
nuts and bolts of how to get Narratively
off the ground.
“We worked closely throughout the
term, and the idea went from being an
interesting notion to into something
he was ready to execute on, bring into
reality,” said Jeremy Caplan, Director of
Education at the Tow-Knight Center.
Narratively launched in September
2012 and is still growing rapidly, both
in audience and in editorial size. The
biweekly contributor meetings have
outgrown the bars where the team used
to meet, and the group now gathers in
see NARRATIVELY, page 7
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Theater Review

Lead Teagle Bougere heads impressive cast in adaptation
by Justin

McCallum

Daily Editorial Board

				
Above
the
Huntington Theatre Company’s stage,
an intricate placard reads “Go hold as
‘twere the mirror up to Nature.” Apart
from referencing the literary classic
“Hamlet,” this quote gives the packed
audience a preview of what is to come
from behind the curtain as they venture into the stage adaptation of Ralph
Ellison’s classic “Invisible Man.”
Through his reworking of one of the
most notable books to grace a high
school English curriculum, Oren Jacoby
actualizes the story of a young AfricanAmerican man attending a 1930s southern black college who moves to Harlem
for work.
The novel and stage show both tackle
overarching issues of identity, race, dignity and finding one’s place in society
during an age when civil rights were just
beginning to be considered, let alone
recognized universally.
“Invisible Man’s” three-act structure
explores many levels of the protagonist’s journey. It begins with the iconic
soliloquy in the Invisible Man’s cluttered basement home, lit by a ceiling
entirely covered by glowing light bulbs.
This moment sets the tone for the
entire play, with lead Teagle Bougere’s
acting prowess, a stunning light design
concept and hyper-close mirroring of
the book that seems as if Jacoby copied
and pasted portions into the script.
Seasoned Broadway actor Bougere
offers great depth and range as the
titular, nameless character — shifting
from blazing political rage in one scene
to the sorrow of a hurt, helpless soul in
the next, then to a beaten-down acceptance that accompanies a neutral narrative quickly thereafter. At times, the
social justice-heavy rants that speckle
the script become too personal for
him, making Bougere lose all sense of
himself as an actor and lose himself in
the message. Ironically, this absolute

Courtesy T. Charles Erickson / Huntington Theatre Company

The technical design of “Invisible Man” played a large role in complementing the actors’ performances.
sense of presence and understanding
of the words both detracts from and
heightens his overall portrayal of a
man on the edge.
Bougere is joined by an ensemble

Album Review

Flux Pavilion falls short of
hype on ‘Blow the Roof’
by

Gene Buonaccorsi
Contributing Writer

The album format is a bit of an anomaly
in the world of dubstep. With so much of
the genre’s fame and success based on sin-

Blow The Roof
Flux Pavilion

Atlantic Records UK
gles and remixes, full-length offerings get
minimal attention. This is consistent with
the aesthetic of the genre, which is based
more on shock factor, temporal excitement
and emphasis than longevity and subtlety.
Popular dubstep is the exclamation point of

the electronic music scene, and most of the
time it thrives in that role.
It is in that context that British producer Flux Pavilion (Joshua Steele) released
his 8-track album “Blow the Roof.” As one
of the better-known names in the genre,
Steele has garnered attention in a number
of ways, from having his work sampled by
Jay-Z and Kanye West to working alongside
Doctor P, Major Lazer and Nero. Between
his broad back catalog and his nationality,
Flux Pavilion’s connections to the roots of
dubstep run deep.
Taken as a whole, “Blow the Roof” feels
much longer than its 30-minute run time.
The buildups are extensive and the bridges
meander through both melody and dissonance. With a run time of five minutes and
13 seconds, “I Feel It” loses steam somesee FLUX, page 7

Athena Saldana via Flickr Creative Commons

Flux Pavilion’s most recent album is decidedly lackluster.

of other players who complement his
character magnificently. Each of the
nine other actors portrays multiple roles
throughout the course of the show, adding distinct characterization and move-

ment to each to easily distinguish them.
It is through these colorful foils that the
true transparency of the protagonist
becomes clear.
see INVISIBLE, page 8

The Artsy Jumbo

Senior Colette Chretien reigns as queen of
homemade fashion

	How many Jumbos can say that
when they sauntered into Winter
Bash, they were sporting an outfit
that they personally created? Senior
Colette Chretien is one of this small
but proud minority.
“In high school, I just got it into my
head that I wanted to make my prom
dress, and I had never really sewn before
so I just tried it and it worked out,” she
said. “Since then, I’ve been really interested in designing and sewing.”
	Though Chretien majors in English,
her studio art minor allows her to put
time towards her passions in clothing design and painting. Between
creating oil paintings that resemble
fashion photography, screen-printed
bathing suits and creative Halloween
costumes, Chretien sees a strong connection between art and fashion. This
stylish Jumbo has even used her innovative Halloween costume designs as
part of a portfolio presented to a
faculty review board at the museum
school.
Chretien hopes to go into fashion
design after graduating in May and,
for better or for worse, she has already
acclimated to the “working down to
the wire” environment of fashion.
When guests were arriving for prom
photographs back in 2009, Chretien
was still putting the finishing touches
on her peacock-feather dress.
“My friends were joking about how
they weren’t going to let me sew my
own wedding dress because I would
be doing it right up until the wedding,” she laughed.
	Although Chretien’s buds are looking out for their inspired friend, it’s
hard to deny the potential greatness
of that gown.
— by Claire Felter

Courtesy Colette Chretien
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Top Ten | Football Things More Awkward Than Watching the Godaddy Super Bowl Ad at a Party
	Replete with drama and inappropriate ads, Super Bowl XLVII was quite the
spectacle. However, no advertisement
was as troubling or cringe-worthy as
the GoDaddy ad that featured a certain
oddly matched couple kissing. For a
while. And so, now that you have that
horrific picture in mind, we present you
with the most awkward Super Bowl and
football happenings that manage to be
more awkward than the most awkward
of ads. Enjoy.
10) Watching the GoDaddy ad by yourself: Never before have you felt so
threatened while still so alone.
9) Alicia Keys’ rendition of the National
Anthem: Please, Alicia, feel free to speed
it up, we have commercials to watch.

8) The reunion of Destiny’s Child:
Those backup dancers look strangely
familiar...

4) The VW Super Bowl ad: The Germans
don’t have the best track record of using
stereotypes to get a message across...

7) Crying at a Budweiser commercial:
Horses, farmers and Stevie Nicks — all
the elements of nostalgia and emotion are there. But still, at the end of
the day, it was a commercial for cheap
American beer and you cried.

3) The referee of the Puppy Bowl: With
his job title as “puppy referee,” it’s hard
not to wonder what this guy does for
the rest of the year.

6) Seeing stills of Beyonce’s performance: I guess the tradeoff for being
the manifestation of perfection is making really weird faces when you dance.
5) The Brothers Harbaugh: Both brothers entered the stadium as equals but
only one left with eternal bragging
rights and the love of his father.

2) Manti Te’o’s life: The man is as dumb
as a rock that he met on the Internet
that got leukemia and died.
1) The blackout at the Super Bowl: And
here we thought we could put the dark
past of the Superdome behind us...
— compiled by the Daily Arts
Department

Dubstep veteran fails to excite or entertain audiences
with new album
FLUX

continued from page 6

where around the 2:15 mark and only
regains it with a double-time section
two full minutes later. “I Still Can’t Stop”
— surely a tongue-in-cheek inclusion
— is merely a chopped and screwed
version of Flux Pavilion’s most popular
track, 2011’s “I Can’t Stop.” Tracks like
this fall flat and ultimately lend themselves to the use of the skip button. Even
after the first listen, it is clear that not all
of the material here is prime.
However, when Flux Pavilion is doing
what he does best, “Blow the Roof” delivers. Opener “OneTwoThree (Make Your
Body Wanna)” is chock-full of enough
whomps and whistles to keep it entertaining while still toying with the dense Flux
Pavilion sound. As the first song on the
album, it is able to maintain the momentum that a single would. The eighth
track and opposite-booked, “Starlight”
provides a melodic groove that compli-

ments the brash, dub-heavy tracks that
precede it. Flexing an entirely different
muscle than he did at the beginning of
the album, Steele proves his ability to
explore different styles with ease in the
closing track.
The guests that litter “Blow the Roof”
provide excitement at times, as in the
case of P Money and Sway’s appearances
on “Double Edge.” Sitting second on the
album after the rather forgettable “The
Scientist,” “Double Edge” is as raw and
abrasive as they come. Flux Pavilion’s
syncopated backbeat is the grimy environment that the MCs deserve as they
lay down their verses.
On the flip side, Childish Gambino’s
appearance on “Do or Die” feels
strangely hollow. His smooth, cheeky
flow doesn’t quite fit with Flux Pavilion’s
sweeping instrumental backdrop. While
“Double Edge” is a raucous exercise for
both producer and MC, it doesn’t sound

like either artist is enjoying himself on
“Do or Die”.
Played from beginning to end, “Blow
the Roof” is like a long car trip. It’s exciting at first, but eventually gets dull when
experienced all at once. After a while, you
can see yourself repeating it, but you really only want to return to a couple of sights
along the way. Tracks like the title track,
“OneTwoThree” and “Double Edge” hit
hard when they stand alone. Sequentially,
the album suffers from too much filler,
which begs the question of whether Flux
Pavilion’s preferred format should be the
album. While single tracks show why he
is one of the best-known names in the
dubstep game, the full eight-track product
is tough to stomach. Perhaps a shorter EP
would have allowed the better songs to
shine brighter. However, so long as one
eighth of the album is a mediocre reworking of a two-year-old hit, its replay value
will remain low.

Narratively fills void in New York news
NARRATIVELY

continued from page 5

a classroom at CUNY, Rosenberg said.
Rosenberg says he expects to publish
pieces soon from places outside New
York to test the waters for a potential
expansion to other cities.
“While our stories take place in New
York right now, they could take place
anywhere. They resonate beyond the
city limits,” he said. “These are stories
about interesting characters, places,
unknown issues that just so happen to
take place in New York City, but they
could take place in Berlin, in Saigon,
in Chicago, in Boston.”
Not just compelling, but economically sustainable
Rosenberg and his team of editors
decided in early 2012 to pursue funding
for Narratively through a Kickstarter
campaign that raised $56,000, or

around $49,000 after fees, Rosenberg
said. Narratively uses that money to pay
its contributors, web developers and
occasional legal fees, said Rosenberg,
who added that he does not pay himself
a salary yet.
The site has a multi-tiered business
plan it plans to unveil in the coming
months that includes, among other
things, a potential yearly membership fee that would earn users access
to special content and invitations to
events. There are also plans in the
works to produce clearly-marked
sponsored content that is both editorially and commercially compelling.
“This sort of branded content can be
interesting,” Caplan, who says he still
speaks with Rosenberg regularly about
Narratively’s business plan, said. “For
example, if the Met or MoMA museum
wanted to do an in-depth piece on
one of their curators or a backstory of
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how a piece of art found its way into
the MoMA: they might pay for it, but it
might also be interesting.”
Narratively also plans to release
e-books in the near future and is
working to sign syndication deals with
other publications.
Caplan said that while he does not
foresee Narratively making anyone
rich, he does believe in its long-term
business goals.
“I don’t think it will be a billion dollar business on the order of a social
network, but I do think that if they
keep working at it, they will land a
number of revenue streams that will
sustain the site for a long period of
time,” he said. “[Rosenberg]’s not
looking for a mass-scale audience he
needs a niche audience that cares
about his content and wants to engage
in the community, and I think he can
be successful.”

Courtesy of Jem Cohen/Narratively

A recent Narratively story concerned people living in apartments and houses where a previous tenant had died

Joe Stile | Amo

Crazy
in love

S

ilver Linings Playbook” (2012)
is a problematic film. Its ending implies that love can cure
mental illness and simplifies an
often-complex situation to the point
of marginalizing it. This is even more
disappointing because of how effective the film is in its first two-thirds
at treating the relationship between
its main characters and the struggles
they go through. It’s a cop-out for a
happy and crowd-pleasing ending that
undercuts a lot of what the film does
bravely.
In earlier scenes that deal with Pat’s
(Bradley Cooper) bipolar disorder, the
film does a great job of showing the
chaos slowly build before it finally
becomes overwhelming and out of
control. The camera work and use of
music allow the viewer to intimately
feel what Pat is going through, which
makes his issues more understandable
and the character more sympathetic,
despite some of his erratic behavior.
It’s a refreshing way for a mental disorder to be portrayed, as they are sadly
often trivialized onscreen.
In addition to this, many other smallbut-smart details make what the characters are dealing with feel realistic.
Bits of dialogue hint at Pat and Tiffany
( Jennifer Lawrence) having problems
even before the more traumatic events
of infidelity and the death of a spouse
totally disrupt their respective lives.
These incidents are triggers rather than
causes of their illnesses, which allows
for a more complex understanding of
what people living with mental disorders go through for their entire lives.
Pat and Tiffany’s individual struggles add a lot to their relationship as
well, and their scenes together gain a
sort of suspense because of it. Viewers
have seen them both say inappropriate
things or go off at different times, and
as their conversations start to tread on
touchy subjects, it’s only a matter of
time before someone is breaking plates
and causing a scene. This tension gives
their romance a slight edginess that
other romantic comedies sorely lack.
There is a creeping sense of dread that
accompanies many of their scenes as
it becomes clearer and clearer that
something is about to happen.
While Cooper’s and Lawrence’s natural charms and onscreen chemistry
make the viewer want them to get
together, there still remains a slight
hesitation about it. The characters may
be right for each other, but they both
have enough problems of their own
that their relationship isn’t likely to be
a smooth one. As the old saying goes:
You can’t love someone until you can
love yourself.
This is why the ending is so disappointing. A declaration of love and
a dramatic kiss seem to be all that it
takes to fix both of their problems. A
final voice-over even lets the viewer know that they are living happily
ever after together. Some clever lines,
kinetic camera work and marvelous
acting sell the ending way more than
should be possible, but it still lessens
the entire nuance that is put into the
characters’ experiences up until this
point.
It’s easy to understand why director David O. Russell would choose this
kind of ending. After seeing these two
charming people work so hard, the
audience very much wants them to
win and be happy. It’s unfortunate that
Russell couldn’t figure out a way to give
the audience that without marginalizing Pat and Tiffany’s illnesses in the
process.
Despite the intriguing romance and
solid character development throughout the beginning of the film, the
Hollywood ending makes both life and
love appear way easier than they are in
reality, in the cheapest sort of way.
Joe Stile is a senior majoring in political
science. He can be reached at Joseph.Stile@
tufts.edu.
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Powerful “Invisible Man” shines at Huntington Theatre
INVISIBLE

continued from page 6

The real magic of “Invisible Man”
comes from its technical design. The
use of light to create or change mood
is a divisive tool used throughout. It
complements the lead character from
his opening monologue in which he
declares, “I love light!” The use of various other forms and fixtures to illuminate the stage also creates a strong
sense of place. Spotlights signify political protest, while fluorescent hanging
bulbs tell the audience members that
they have entered an office building.
These lights also blend with sound
cues seamlessly and are used to signify
changes or heightened stakes, but are
much less obtrusive than the characteristic horns in the film “Inception”
(2010) or the recent Broadway revival of
Tennessee William’s “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof.”
The last technical aspect of the show
to stand out was its pivotal use of multimedia projections on various screens
on the stage. The use of archival images
set the scene by flashing what the titular character would be seeing through
his own eyes. The images brought a new
level to the narrative storytelling of theater that is often not seen.
That being said, there were parts of
“Invisible Man” that would have been

better left unseen. For instance, the first
act was mostly comprised of monologue
after monologue and it quickly became
monotonous. The one real instance of
action for an hour is a lumbering scene
of bad stage combat between young
black men brought to box — more like
bludgeon — one another for the enjoyment of the older white aristocracy.
After seeing almost nothing happen on
the stage, many patrons got up and left
during the first intermission — and for
good reason.
However, they missed a great reprise
in the second and third acts. With
dynamic acting, beautiful costuming and strong special effects, there is
something for almost everyone to enjoy
at “Invisible Man.”
The standout aspect of the play is
the strong social justice message it
presents, as it shows the divisions in
the movement for social equality and
the ultimate trampling of a minority’s
human dignity by the masses. Although
the story may be half a century old,
the slip of the tongue between calling
for “social responsibility” and “social
equality” that gets our protagonist reprimanded still rings loudly in political
discourse today.
Sadly, the Huntington’s limited
engagement of “Invisible Man” has
ended. Don’t fret if you missed it,

Courtesy T. Charles Erickson / Huntington Theatre Company\

Teagle Bougere offers great depth and range as the titular character in “Invisible Man.”
though, since with such a recognizable name, powerful story and unique

vision, this production is nothing if not
Broadway-bound.

What’s up this weekend
Looking to make your weekend artsy?
Check out these events:
Tufts Composers Presents Sound Icon:
Boston’s 21st Century Sinfonietta will present works by Olga Neuwirth and the
American premiere of a piece by Giulio
Castagnoli. The program will also feature
compositions by Tufts graduate students
Michael Laurello and Deniz Tetik. (Friday
at 8 p.m. in Distler Performance Hall.
Admission is free.)

“Deen Tight,” Hip Hop and Islam
in America: Tufts Muslim Students
Association will screen the documentary
“Deen Tight” (2009), which focuses on the
effects of American pop culture on modern
Muslim youth. The event will also feature a
discussion on music and religion with the
University’s Muslim Chaplain Naila Baloch
after the film. (Friday begining at 6 p.m. in
Olin Center 011. Admission is free.)

Mandy Patinkin: Dress Casual: Stage and
screen star Mandy Patinkin will perform a
concert at the Granoff Music Center this
weekend, with Paul Ford on piano. Patinkin
is best known for his roles in “The Princess
Bride” (1987) and originating roles in theater productions such as “Sunday in the
Park with George” (1983). (Saturday at 8
p.m. in Distler Performance Hall. Tickets are
free with a Tufts ID; limit two per person.
Tickets can be requested by emailing Jeff
Rawitsch at jeffrey.rawitsch@tufts.edu.)

Passion Pit: Passion Pit will return to Boston
this weewkend as part of its 2013 tour for
its latest album, “Gossamer” (2012). Indie
group Matt & Kim will be the supporting
act for the concert. (Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
at Agganis Arena, 925 Commonwealth
Avenue, Boston. Tickets are $45 to $49
and can be purchased at ticketmaster.
com.)
— compiled by the Daily Arts Department

The Daily wants to hear from YOU.
Have a problem with our coverage? Upset
about something happening at Tufts or in the
community?
The Daily welcomes thoughts, opinions and
complaints from all readers — have your
voice heard!

Send op-ed submissions, 800-1200 words, to
oped@tuftsdaily.com. Send letters to the editor to
editor@tuftsdaily.com.
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EDITORIAL

Recent debates reaffirm importance of TCU
Judiciary and CSL

Yesterday’s elections for positions on
the Tufts Community Union (TCU) Senate,
the Judiciary, and the CSL took place during a period in which these groups have
reminded the student body of their relevance in dealing with campus-wide issues,
including the debate over Tufts Christian
Fellowship’s leadership qualifications.
The student-elected bodies, which had
before been considered by some to produce resolutions that had little direct effect
on student life, have shown their value as
organizations by mediating the debate
over the TCF, as is their purpose, engaging
the students on an issue many consider
deeply important. The fact that this has
happened does not preclude or lessen
a need for students to pay attention to
the goings-on of these bodies, but rather
suggests a call to attention, to hold these

elected officials wholly accountable.
Though many find that the internal
deliberations of the Senate, Judiciary, and
other leadership bodies are perhaps too
mundane and opaque to do much good,
they are faced today with the as-yet unresolved problem of the debate over TCF,
which legitimizes their powers. The election yesterday of new candidates to the
Judiciary, the Senate and the CSL offers a
reaffirmation of the responsibilities now
bestowed upon these newly elected members of the student government. These are
the people whom the student body has
elected to defend and apply the values
of our university to issues near and far to
their attention, and in that spirit the students must also be willing to engage these
bodies to see something be done.
In that vein, the operations of these

elected bodies should be kept transparent,
which comes down to an issue of accountability. The new group of officials — as well
as old — should remember that their positions are elected, and hence beholden to the
will of those who voted them into their positions. Students have a similar responsibility,
in turn, to hold our officials accountable.
It can be easier to malign believed laziness
or ineffectiveness on the part of the Senate
or Judiciary or CSL, but it is far better to
remember that the students have a role to
play in making our TCU work.
At the end of the day, the election offers
a moment to reflect on the importance of
our elected bodies and their relationships
with the student body. It is with the participation of the students in our student government that things work most smoothly
and effectively.
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Last week, at the annual meeting of the
World Economic Forum, Facebook Chief
Operating Officer Sheryl Sandberg held that
companies should be able to ask women
about their plans for starting a family, according to The Telegraph.
She meant to articulate that women are
held back in the workplace by stereotypes
that most firms aren’t willing to talk about —
her aim, therefore, was to call for a more open
and accepting dialogue about gender, one
that includes discussing with female employees or potential employees whether they plan
to have children, reported The Telegraph. As
of yet, employers are not allowed to pose this
question. Her remarks have been met with
controversy. However, Huffington Post business columnist Gene Marks responded to
the issue positively: “I am not embarrassed to
say that when I interview a young woman my
first thought is ‘what happens when/if she

gets pregnant?’ This is a legitimate business
question. Right or wrong, the fact is that men
delegate mothering to women. And most
women (thank God) want that job too — it’s
natural. So, am I wrong to ask if that smart
young lady who I’m about to invest in plans
to start a family anytime soon and whether
she will actually come back to work in six
weeks after she gives birth? Or ever? I need to
make plans otherwise. Allow me to ask that
question,” he wrote on Monday.
Marks raises a legitimate point, but the
question is still entirely unfair. Asking women
about their plans to have children is both
a breach in privacy and a form of gender
discrimination. For one, plans for pregnancy
are a woman’s business. She should not have
to share them with her employer. Moreover,
pregnancies can be accidental — should it
only be females who suffer the consequences
of this fact? Being asked about plans for a
family thus effectively urges women to ease
back in their career ambitions and instead
consider the burdens of child rearing. It discourages them from fighting to achieve both

a career and raise a family. It stigmatizes the
natural wish to have a baby. It segregates
women in the workplace for wanting to do
so, because it is possible to have it all. CEO of
Yahoo!, Marissa Mayer underwent unprecedented scrutiny when she was appointed to
the position last year and announced soon
after that she was also pregnant.
Having children, of course, can prevent a
woman from progressing in her field. And it
is true that pregnancy can affect a woman’s
job performance — more or less so depending on the job. (Jobs that demand physical
labor, for example, could potentially be dangerous and ultimately involve companies
in legal battles they would understandably
rather enjoy.) But more often than not, pregnancy should not be an issue when hiring.
If pregnancy is a serious consideration,
employers should refrain from employing
females. And if they do so, they will have
reverted to the worst sort of gender discrimination. The question is particularly unfair
because men are never asked this question
— not even if they plan to become fathers.

Corrections
In the Feb. 5 editorial, “In Kerry’s absence, risk of a one-sided election,” Mass. Representative Dan Winslow (LA ‘80) was incorrectly identified
as a former U.S. Representative. He never served in that position. The editorial also mistakenly identified Steven Lynch as the Massachusetts
Representative for Somerville. Lynch represents South Boston, Brockton and Quincy.
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Reclaiming My Body: Sexual Violence at Tufts
Trigger warning: sexual assault and
rape.
Being a woman, it shouldn’t be a
surprise that I have been sexually
assaulted by the age of 20, especially
with a statistic of 1 in 5 women reporting being sexually assaulted in their
lifetime, according to a 2011 New York
Times article.
Being sexually assaulted twice by
the age of 20, and having one of those
incidents occur at Tufts, however, was
a surprise.
Here at Tufts, we have many wonderful programs and groups that advocate
for rape and sexual assault prevention
and discuss how women can attempt
to prevent it from happening to them.
We learn about hook-up culture and
rape culture and hear all the horror
stories—though many of them seem
surreal, as if it couldn’t happen to Tufts
students, and the seriousness and reality of sexual assault only becomes a
horror story that we may warn our
children about one day.
The problem with the lack of reality in relation to sexual assault is that,
when it does happen to you, you may
not even know you were sexually
assaulted. Society allows for so many
excuses that make us brush off incidents of sexual assaults as drunken
idiocy or “boys being stupid.” These
allowances build up a stigma about
rape and sexual assault that is less than
serious. Serious discussions turn into
horror stories, horror stories turn into
myths and myths turn into jokes.
The reality of sexual assault is that it
eats you alive. It kills good parts of you
that others used to see. Sexual assault
is a parasite that buries itself in your
bones and doesn’t let you forget. It is
something that goes away with time,
and time is something college students
don’t have. I am proud to say that,
after having been sexually assaulted
twice within my first two years of being
an adult, I have gone to counseling
and been able to discuss and come to
terms with what happened to me. I am

able to be in a relationship without
having trust issues and without worry
of a repeat of the past. This recovery
process of returning to my “old self,”
however, took two years, which is time
that I will never regain.
But sexual assault and rape is just a
joke if it hasn’t happened to you, right?
The idea of consent and laws about it
are just just a joke, right?
Wrong. Your body is something
that you will have for the rest of your
life, and when it’s wronged, it’s hard
to just brush off what happened. It
may have not happened to you, but it
could, and statistics say it is reasonably likely if you’re a woman. Being a
woman, you have the responsibility
to own your body and are the only
person who has claim over it. You are
never obliged to give it to anyone,
but you always have the choice to do
what you want with it.
I wish I could forget or erase the
incidents which happened to me, but
it is something I will live with forever.
As a victim and survivor, I feel that I
have the responsibility to educate others on how to prevent sexual assault
from happening to other people. At
Tufts, this is more difficult than it
seems, though we are given the illusion
that Tufts is “open-minded” and “considerate” and “things like that don’t
happen at Tufts”, because many people
who care about this topic have been
affected by sexual assault or rape in
one way or another and those that
don’t have not.
This is a message to those who do
not make rape and sexual assault a priority, no matter how small that priority
may be. The fact that peers, whether
or not you know it, have been sexually
assaulted should automatically make
you realize that it is not “cool” to
joke about sexual assault and rape.
The fact that there are people on this
campus who have become depressed,
suicidal, and have suffered because of
these traumatic events should make
you understand that sexual assault and
rape are very real. The fact that victims

and survivors of these events have lost
friends, sleep, relationships, and time
due to these tragedies should make it
very obvious that these issues need to
be addressed.
The fact that nothing happened after
reporting a sexual assault at Tufts shows
how much of an issue this is here at
Tufts. The fact that if you Google “tufts
tumblr,” you can find a blog about a
previous student who had been raped
on this campus and for whom nothing
happened makes it even more obvious how huge of an issue this is. These
issues with reporting sexual assaults
and rape should not be occurring at our
university, nor should sexual assault or
rape at all. Addressing the problems
with sexual violence on campus takes
time, effort and a lot of people who are
willing to make a change, and Tufts is
lucky enough to have students that are
willing to help with that. Education,
however, is only one part of the process
toward ending sexual violence on campus, and that education only reaches
those who are willing to be taught.
The sad thing is that some students
are more worried about calling out other
students for being “too sensitive” or “too
PC” about the issue than solving the
problems we have on this campus. The
truth is, the people who care about this
topic aren’t attempting to be ostentatiously asinine for the sake of ruining
your day. For all you know, they could be
a survivor or victim of sexual assault or a
friend, family member, or acquaintance
of one. Yet people want to point fingers
and continue to joke about rape because
standing up to a friend for making a joke
about rape would be “killing the mood”
or “being a prude.”
So please jump off your pedestal and
attempt to understand that victims
of sexual violence aren’t trying to be
fun-killers. We just don’t want to relive
moments we’d rather forget.
The author of this op-ed is a Tufts undergraduate student who wishes to remain
anonymous.

Off the Hill | University of Southern California

Cybersecurity should be a priority
by Sarah

Cueva

Daily Trojan

National security threats often invoke
images of bombs, guns and invading
military forces, but one of the most
pressing threats to the United States
involves none of these things. Instead,
powers hostile to the United States
and its interests have quietly launched
domestic cyberterrorism attacks against
U.S. banks and, most recently, against
popular American news agencies. Such
subtle acts of espionage, and the likelihood that they will only become more
damaging, translates into a dire need for
Congress to quickly pass legislation that
beefs up cybersecurity defenses.
The issue of cybersecurity came to
the forefront of national discourse last
Wednesday, when The New York Times
revealed that they had fallen victim
to a four-month-long network security breach that was reported to have
originated in China. The initial breach
occurred around Oct. 25, 2012, the publication date of an article reporting on the
family of the country’s prime minister.
This disturbing news was followed by
revelations that The Wall Street Journal,
Bloomberg News and The Washington
Post experienced similar issues within
their own networks.
The fact that unfriendly powers are carrying out such breaches against institutions
of free speech is unsettling enough, but the
threats extend beyond mere invasions of privacy. Large attacks were leveled in September
against the online systems of JP Morgan
Chase, Bank of America, Wells Fargo, U.S.
Bank, Citigroup and PNC Bank, resulting in
at least daylong denials of service.

Such attacks indicate that much more
is at stake, with some especially problematic areas being not only economic institutions and tech firms but also
power grids for nuclear power plants and
water purification systems. “Nation-state
attackers will target critical infrastructure networks such as power grids at
an unprecedented scale in 2013...These
types of attacks could grow more sophisticated, and the slippery slope could lead
to the loss of human life,” Chiranjeev
Bordoloi, CEO of security company Top
Patch, told CNN.
According to a CNN interview with
James Lewis, a cybersecurity expert at
the Center for Strategic and International
Studies, at least 12 of the world’s largest
military powers are working to construct
complicated cyberwarfare systems.
It would be no stretch to say that the
United States has the most to lose at the
hands of these powers if our government continues to put cybersecurity on
the backburner.
Though the media’s constant bombardment of the public with images of
war-ravaged Afghanistan would suggest otherwise, the events in a remote
desert nation do not necessarily pose
a greater threat to national security
than seemingly less dangerous cyberattacks. The recent infiltrations should
remind our legislators of this and
prompt them to not only engage in
serious discussion with other nations
such as China, but also quickly pass
legislation that would re-allocate substantial defense resources to building a
stronger cyberdefense system.
Chairman of the House Intelligence
Committee Rep. Mike Rogers (R-Mich.)
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spoke to the immediacy of the situation
in an interview with Politico: “Foreign
cyberattackers are targeting every aspect
of the American economy every day and
Congress needs to act with urgency to
protect our national security and our
economy,” he said.
With the defense budget and looming sequestration cuts up for debate,
Congress needs to take advantage of an
opportunity for bipartisan cooperation.
Instead of continuing partisan bickering
on troop withdrawals and timetables,
lawmakers must work to pass serious
legislation that will provide the tools necessary to combat lurking cyberthreats.
Attacks on public utilities and power
plants can create not only inconvenient
but dangerous situations for everyday
Americans, and the crash of a bank’s
computer system can wreak economic
havoc. In addition, some of the nation’s
most sensitive intelligence information
could be discretely collected and used
against us in unexpected attacks.
Aggression in cyberspace is unfortunately a product of our times, truly
illustrating both the magic and terror
that modern technology can bring.
As such, our leaders must act so that
we are prepared for whatever comes
our way. Technological capacities will
only continue to grow as time passes, and as nations unfriendly to the
United States develop economically
and politically, the possibility of more
serious attacks will only increase.
Constructing a stronger defense in
U.S. cyberspace is of paramount
importance, and waiting longer could
only harm the nation — the time for
action is now.

Walker Bristol | Notes from the
Underclass

The case for
activist journalism

H

e redefined for me what my idea of
what real courage was.” The “he”
was Martin Luther King, Jr. The
“me” was Newsweek reporter Karl
Fleming, who penned some of the most
substantial coverage of Civil Rights activism
in the 1960s.
Naturally, Rev. King had a similar effect
on many: associating nonviolent solidarity, rather than violent aggression, with the
concept of bravery. But given this particular
journalist’s experience, such reformation
demanded something more profound. In
1965, shortly after being assigned to cover
the Watts riots in Los Angeles, Fleming’s jaw
was broken in an assault by a mob It was the
most brutal attack he’d experienced in all his
years infiltrating Ku Klux Klan rallies, covering church bombings, and standing at the
fore of some of the most dramatic activism
of the century.
Just as society evolved in all his years
reporting, Fleming evolved so that he
wouldn’t cast blame onto an entire race—or
onto an entire movement—purely from a
singular moment of tragedy. Reflecting in
the Los Angeles Times in 2006, he explained
that he no longer holds resentment from the
violent episode. On the contrary: “What I
feel most is pure admiration toward the 100
or so brave young people, led by King in the
mid-1960s, who literally changed this country .Because of what they did, more people
in this country have more rights. That’s what
I remember.”
Although MLK’s inspiration certainly catalyzed and maintained this era’s social activism, it was the Civil Rights Movement at
large to which we can attribute change. For
Fleming, it was the movement that imbued
in him the compassion and solidarity with
which he could overcome his attackers, and
see clearly the forces working for good that
would one day suppress such violence. In
his time spent telling the stories of those at
the front lines of the social justice battlefield,
Fleming reformed his own character just as
he used his platform to reform society. It
took being in the trenches, feeling the fires
of both sides, but he emerged with inarguable integrity.
Social activism is a vessel for change.
Sometimes it’s engaged directly, like when
Occupy protestors held sit-ins in foreclosures to protect the violated poor from having their homes stolen by the banks that
misled them. Sometimes it’s through policy,
as ACT UP protested the Food and Drug
Administration to demand that an AIDS
vaccine be streamlined by the public health
institutions. And even still, sometimes it’s
subtle, where the loud voices of the often
unheard create a national conversation
around class, race or sexuality.
As loud as megaphones and mic checks
can be, it falls upon the media to amplify
their messages to the skies. But in the
contemporary mainstream, journalism is
a tit-for-tat: Let’s have an environmental scientist and global warming-denier
sit across from one another and casually
debate climate change policy. It’s this suspicious “objectivity,” where journalists are
too distant and uncompelled by stories of
the oppressed to tell them meaningfully.
Activism and journalism are sisters. They
are both art forms, outlets of creativity and
emotional expression. They exist to keep
society “in check.” They tell stories. As such,
to engage one often means to engage both.
It’s not a shortcoming of integrity to side
with the oppressed — it’s a commandment.
Fleming took it to heart: Even after being
beaten nearly to death, he continued to
advocate in print for the underprivileged.
This column comes in honor of journalists
like him, hoping to be a faint reflection of
such integrity. It tells the stories of changemakers — those who had a dream.

Walker Bristol is a junior majoring in
religion and political science. He can be
reached at walker.bristol@tufts.edu.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. The Daily welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community; the opinions
expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Daily itself. Opinion articles on campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length. Op-Ed cartoons are also welcomed for
the Campus Canvas feature. All material is subject to editorial discretion and is not guaranteed to appear in the Daily. All material should be submitted to oped@tuftsdaily.com no later than noon on the day prior to the desired day of
publication; authors must submit their telephone numbers and day-of availability for editing questions. Submissions may not be published elsewhere prior to their appearance in the Daily, including but not limited to other on- and
off-campus newspapers, magazines, blogs and online news websites, as well as Facebook. Republishing of the same piece in a different source is permissible as long as the Daily is credited with originally running the article.
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Doonesbury

Crossword

by

Garry Trudeau

Non Sequitur 							

Wednesday’s Solution

Married to the Sea 							

www.marriedtothesea.com

SUDOKU
Level: Seeing a happy Harbaugh

Late Night at the Daily

Wednesday’s Solution

Brionna: “If I could fly to Paris on a whim, I
would not be at Tufts. I would be barefoot and
pregnant somewhere beautiful.”
Want more late-night
laughs?
Follow us on Twitter
at @LateNiteAtDaily

Please recycle this Daily.

by

Wiley
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Housing
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
(781) 863-0440 No Fees, Prices
Starting at $595/BR
Clean modern Apartments near
Tufts. Laundry facility.
Large kitchens with new refrigerators, dishwashers. Bathrooms
remodeled.
Newly refinished hardwood floors,
Porches, Off Street parking in
Garages

Housing
Photos at http://picasaweb.google.
com/NCA.Associates
More information or appointment
contact John at NCA.Associates@
gmail.com

Housing
4 Bedroom, 3 Bdrm & 1 Bdrm
Apartments
3 Beautiful Apartments.
Completely refinished. Entire
House Rebuilt. Stunning. Great
Location very close to
Main Campus. Parking available.
One Bed $1,100. Three
Bed $1,900. Four Bed $2,600.
Available 09/01/13. 781526-8471.

Sports
-

Thursday, February 7, 2013
-

-

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $15 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Inside The NBA

NBA mid-season storylines
Cameron Yu

Daily Staff Writer

The NBA season has just about passed its
halfway point, and teams are now starting
to figure out where they stand in the playoff
pecking order. There’s still a lot of time for
underachieving teams to reach the playoffs
— I’m looking at you, Lakers — but here are
some mid-season headlines that caught the
Daily’s attention:

Rudy Gay finally gets traded
Was there any doubt that this trade was
going to happen? The Memphis Grizzlies
traded Gay and Hamed Haddadi to Toronto
and received Tayshaun Prince, Ed Davis,
Austin Daye, and a future pick in return. The
Pistons received Jose Calderon’s expiring
contract for helping to make the trade happen.
This move was not necessarily made
because Gay is a mediocre player; he just
didn’t fit what the Grizzlies were doing, and
he was getting paid way too much for being
the fourth—most—important player on the
team. The Grizzlies weren’t that good offensively, and Gay was having a bad year statistically. Memphis’ front office thought that
the offense wouldn’t take too much of a hit if
they traded Gay, so they pulled the trigger.
The Grizzlies are a throwback team, willing to grind out games by enforcing the
paint and playing tough on the wings, with
their philosophy centered around their two
giants down low. Zach Randolph and Marc
Gasol may not be the most athletically gifted

pair in the league, but they make up for it
with their incredible skill in the low post,
commitment to the defensive end and oncourt chemistry.
By moving Gay, who is owed $16-19 million dollars in each of the next three years,
and dumping other players’ salaries in a
previous trade, the Grizzlies now have cap
flexibility to re-sign current players like Tony
Allen or sign an above-average small forward to replace Gay.
The Grizzlies’ haul wasn’t bad either:
Prince adds to their toughness on the wings,
and Davis and Daye add frontcourt depth.
Toronto’s case is more interesting. On
the surface, the move seems questionable
because they already have an athletic, ballhandling wing player owed a lot of money
DeMar DeRozan.
But now the Raptors have athleticism at
all five positions with Amir Johnson, Jonas
Valanciunas and Terrence Ross. With coach
Dwayne Casey’s focus on defense, they have
the potential to be Miami Heat-like in the
open court — we’ve already seen a couple of
fast break alley-oops from DeRozan to Gay
in just two games.
And by moving Calderon, Toronto finally
has the chance to start Kyle Lowry, which
has been a long time coming for the Raps.
Their athleticism is something a team like
the Celtics might crave, but do the Raptors
intend to keep them all?
Kyrie Freaking Irving
Quite possibly the best performance
that no one ever watched this season was

MCT

Kyrie Irving joined the likes of Kobe Bryant and Magic Johnson as just the 7th player ever
selected for the All-Star game under the age of 21.
Kyrie Irving’s game against the Thunder
on Sunday.
Irving scored 35 points on 12-of-23 shooting, but his most important points came
at the end of the game, where he scored
13 in the final three minutes. While he’s
already developing a reputation as a closer,
Irving’s scoring was most impressive. He
was extremely patient handling the ball late
in the game and used a variety of hesitation

steps to throw his defenders off-balance
before attacking the basket and dropping in
shots from all kinds of angles.
Irving’s game against the Thunder encapsulated the types of performances the
Cavaliers’ second-year player out of Duke has
been putting up all year. Irving was recently
selected for his first All-Star game and is only
the seventh player in NBA history to have
been selected under the age of 21.
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Sports
G.J. Vitale | Who’s on First

A

Sofia Adams / The Tufts Daily

Sophomore Hayley Kanner has been an anchor for this year’s women’s basketball team, protecting the paint by averaging 1.63 blocks
per game.

Berube continues to produce legacy of defenders
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
continued from page 16

ter of the man defense, but she’s pretty
close. After a lifetime of familiarity, dating all the way back before her days as
a talented guard under Geno Auriemma
at UConn, there was little doubt that it
would be at the heart of what she did as a
head coach, and it is now at the heart of
the top-scoring defense in all of Div. III.
“It’s all I played in high school and
college. In college we played a little bit
of a 2-3 zone, but that was when we
were up by a lot,” Berube said. “So it’s
what I learned.”
The man defense run by Tufts is a highpressure look that involves a major component of help defense to work efficiently. With the knowledge that they have
help behind them, defenders can more
aggressively guard their men. In order to
be able to provide help defense, there are
predetermined rules for how the defense
rotates in different situations.
“From your position on the court,
you know where your next rotation is,”
Berube said. “If a player drives baseline,
you know who is help, and you know
where to go. Everyone needs to know
where the next spot needs to be.”
Of course, a simple series of rotations
won’t just magically create a great defense.
The players on the court need to be able to
adjust and improvise when things don’t go
perfectly according to plan.
Kanner, who at 6-foot-2 is the tallest
player Tufts has had in quite some time,
has been an impact player on the defensive end since she was a freshman last
year. She finished the season second in
the NESCAC in blocks with 1.63 per game
despite averaging only 16.2 minutes. This
year, she is averaging 2.43 blocks per
game, good enough for second in the
conference and 26th in the nation.
But the complexities of the system
require plenty of experience to enact it
precisely time after time. Creating this
level of comfort involves integration into
it from the very beginning of a player’s
time at Tufts.
“It’s definitely a process,” Kanner
added. “She is brilliant with her strategy,
and it was just a matter of how quickly
you could pick it up. It’s concepts that

aren’t that difficult that make a lot of
sense once you realize how well they
work.”
Early in the year, the focus is heavily
on defense—to the point that Tufts will
at times come out flat offensively, still
working out the kinks of the facet of the
game they’ve practiced less. In the opening weekend this season, Tufts scored
just 50 points in one game and 46 in the
other, two of their three lowest tallies all
season, against a pair of teams that are
barely breaking .500.
“Defense is a big part of our practices, especially in the preseason,” Berube
said. “That’s a part of why our scores are
so low offensively early in the year. But
that’s what we hang our hat on, and it’s
something we need to have right, especially in time for the NESCAC schedule.
It’s not a lot of shooting, not a lot of dribbling or working on our offense until we
feel solid with our defense.”
Not only has Berube had success
grooming her teams to play strong
defense across the board, but she has
also been able to turn some of her players into elite individual defenders. First
there was Khalilah Ummah (LA ’08), an
elite post player who won not only the
2007-2008 NESCAC Defensive Player of
the Year award for her 10.1 rebounds
and 2.23 blocks per game, but also the
conference Player of the Year award.
This past season, the prize belonged to
Tiffany Kornegay (LA ’12), a guard who
finished fourth in the league in steals
and second in rebounds.
During this campaign, Berube has
consistently turned to Dufault, her
senior co-captain and go-to defender
against elite opposition, and Dufault has
rarely disappointed. She held NESCAC
points leader Tracy Borsinger, a senior
guard from Middlebury, to four points,
and Molly Brown, a Bates sophomore
guard averaging 14 points per game, to
three.
“My players are getting these awards
because of how great our team defense
is,” Berube said. “It’s a testament to
the whole team, but it’s been great to
have one or two individuals who really get after it. This year it’s been by
far Bre Dufault, how hard she plays on

the defensive end. And I think there
are some good ones coming up in the
underclassmen as well.”
Of course, even as the top-scoring
defense in the country, there are still
always wrinkles to work out. Most
recently, the issue has been allowing
too many offensive rebounds, which
was nearly costly against Rhode Island
College last week and decisively costly
against Amherst over the weekend.
A perfectionist by trade, Berube was
quickly working on ways to improve.
“As soon as coach Berube sees there’s
an area we need to improve upon, she
addresses it right away, and you can
expect there to be a drill in the next
day’s practice,” Dufault said. “We have a
triangle box-out drill that she likes when
our rebounding is lacking.”
The other elephant in the room when
it comes to the Jumbos’ style of play is
their offensive production. Some nights,
even as the defensive is as potent as
ever, a lack of offensive productivity creates some ugly score lines, like being tied
with Middlebury or trailing Emmanuel
in the second half.
“Some games it’s high-scoring, and
then you have games that are really lowscoring,” Berube said. “You never know,
but we just want to be consistent at what
we’re good at. And that’s our defensive
side of the ball.”
Despite the issues, the results speak
for themselves. Tufts is the sixth-ranked
team in the country, touts the top-scoring defense after finishing in the topfive last year and has won the NESCAC
Defensive Player of the Year award for
five years running. Not only does the
system continue to work at Tufts, but
Berube’s past assistants, including Kate
Gluckman, now of Grinnell College, also
utilize it elsewhere. Still, beyond the
awards and accolades, Berube is happy
just to see her team executing, day in
and day out.
“If you’re preaching that and it’s something you coach by and live by, then
when it’s working you’re proud of your
team that they are getting it,” Berube
said. “The rankings and all of that is
great, but what we are accomplishing on
the court is more important.”

Joe
Schmoe’s
Got Game

fter an 11-year run in the NBA —
including five years with the Boston
Celtics — everybody’s favorite
anomaly, Brian Scalabrine, hung up
his shorts at the end of last season.
Nicknamed “White Mamba” more as a joke
than anything, Scalabrine led a career of consistency — insipid consistency, but consistency nonetheless.
Why, then, do so many people recognize
the man who averaged just 3.1 points and 2.0
rebounds in 13.0 minutes per game?
Apparently, that’s a pretty popular question.
One of the most-asked questions on Google
search involving the redheaded, retired forward is, “Why is Brian Scalabrine so popular?”
In short, for no reason whatsoever.
Sarcastic as that answer may seem, you can’t
help but relate to a guy like Brian Scalabrine.
That’s what made him so enjoyable to root for.
He was like the Seabiscuit of basketball.
Yes, he’s kind of tall, but that’s nothing special for an NBA forward. Yes, he’s slightly above
average from behind the arc, but as a power
forward, that’s probably more like a defense
mechanism to avoid playing down low than
an advantage.
Honestly, nothing on the surface says
that Scalabrine should ever have played in
the NBA.
This same phenomenon materializes in
Major League Baseball in the form of St. Louis
Cardinals first baseman/outfielder Lance
Berkman. If Berkman weren’t wearing a baseball uniform and constantly spamming the
opposite gaps (plural because he’s a switch
hitter), any sane person would assume he
works at Lowe’s as the paint-mixer guy.
Frankly, both of these “professional athletes”
look pretty out of shape and make seemingly
easy targets for those who like to complain
about overpriced, lazy, undeserving athletes.
A couple of weeks ago, some of these haters got a very real chance to prove their point
against the “White Mamba” himself.
In what was named the “Scallenge,” a radio
show in the Boston area sponsored a 1-on-1
tournament with Scalabrine playing individual games to 11 against four challengers.
All of the challengers were amateur players
from the area. Talent level? Let’s just say the
weekend basketballer would get destroyed by
any of these challengers.
Results? “White Mamba:” 4, haters: 0. He
was victorious in convincing fashion, even
managing two shutouts.
Now, unlike the Berkman, Scalabrine was
not very good compared to most players in
the NBA. Let’s face it: He probably extended
his career as long as he did because he played
the role of “benchwarmer” so well. Talent is
not the story here as much as the attitude
is. Illustrating this was the NBA’s attempt at
a highlights compilation celebrating the forward’s best moments on the court. It was
reduced to a few quasi-routine plays mixed
in with some timely threes. Always known
throughout his professional career as a solid
teammate, it was more likely what “White
Mamba” did off the court that warranted an
11-year stay in the league.
At the end of the day, we like to watch guys
like Scalabrine and Berkman be successful,
especially Scalabrine. He’s certainly no superstar—or even a starter. He was the underdog who stole the hearts of fans because,
at the end of the day, it’s athletes like Brian
Scalabrine and Lance Berkman who allow
fans to relate to the sports they watch.
No one can relate to guys like LeBron
James and Mike Trout—they are otherworldly.
Scalabrine and Berkman look like dudes you
picked up off the street and gave a basketball
and baseball, respectively, put them out in the
game and said, “Go get ‘em, man.”
With that attitude, then, it’s no surprise
that these fans/haters thought they could
take on “White Mamba.” Unfortunately for
them, they forgot how hard it is to stay in the
NBA for 11 years.
Players traditionally regarded as “better”
were in the league for shorter stints than
Scalabrine. They don’t just keep guys in
the NBA. Roster space is always a novelty
owners are itching to have. Frankly, I find
it hilarious that these challengers thought
they had a chance.
Even after retirement, the “White Mamba”
can still strike.

G.J. Vitale is a junior majoring in biologypsychology. He can be reached at Gregory.
Vitale@tufts.edu.
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Women’s Basketball

The defense that launched a contender
by

Ethan Sturm

Daily Editorial Board

Late in the second half of a vital matchup against Amherst College, Tufts found
itself needing a defensive stop. 		
The Lord Jeffs’ star senior guard Marcia
Voigt, had the ball, guarded by Tufts
junior Liz Moynihan. Voigt moved to her
left, handing the ball off to freshman
Haley Zwecker while attempting to set a
screen on her defender, freshman Kelsey
Morehead. Morehead and Moynihan
seamlessly moved through the attempted
pick, each quickly squaring up their man
once more.
Amherst wasn’t done. Senior forward
Megan Robertson came out to set a second pick on Morehead, this time taking
her out of the play. Zwecker, seeing her
chance, drove the lane. But sophomore
Hayley Kanner, who had been guarding
Robertson, never flinched and immediately left Robertson to shift onto Zwecker.
At the same time, senior co-captain Bre
Dufault took a step into the lane to force
Zwecker to alter her drive.
The Lord Jeffs guard got a shot off,
but Kanner was easily able to slam it off
the backboard for her third block of the
night. Senior co-captain Kate Barnosky
crashed the boards for the rebound, and
the Jumbos had their stop, with every
player on the court chipping in.
Man-to-man defense is one of the simplest and most complex strategies in all
of sports. The concept couldn’t be more
basic: Pick a man, and cover them anywhere they go. But that’s only on the sur-
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Coach Carla Berube again leads one of the top-scoring defenses in the country, as their aggressive rotations have bothered
opponents all year.
face. Any minor misstep, from not communicating on a screen to not leaving
a man to provide help, can lead to easy,
high-percentage attempts for the offense.
The chess of basketball takes a minute to

learn and a lifetime to master.
“You can just play your man, that’s fine,
but it’s a matter of how aggressive and
intense you need to be to do it well,” Tufts
coach Carla Berube said. “It’s how much

Men’s Squash

Co-captains, freshman phenom
anticipate strong season
by Jason Schneiderman

Contributing Writer

A team season marked by a
new coach, a rolling series of
highs and lows and some impressive individual play is coming to a
close for the men’s squash team.
After winning their first four
matches of the season, the Jumbos
managed to win only two of their
next 14, including three losses in
the NESCAC championship this
past weekend, a disappointing
result on the team level.
But the Jumbos will shift their
attentions this weekend to individual competition as they focus
on the Div. III Individual championships.
Three Jumbos — co-captains
Zach Schweitzer, a sophomore,
and Jeremy Ho, a junior, as well
as freshman Aditya Advani—will
head to Bowdoin College this
weekend looking to put their talents to the test.
Advani, Schweitzer and Ho
have played in the No. 1, 2 and 3
spots, respectively, for the majority of the season, and it’s the
freshman, Advani, who has been
the Jumbos’ most consistent performer. He is the Jumbos’ best
chance for success.
“[Advani] will be able to go
far in the tournament,” Ho
said. “When at his best, he can
beat anyone.”
With a 12-6 record for the
season, including recent wins
against the No. 1 players from
Stanford, Hobart, Bowdoin and
Colby, Advani is looking strong
at the right time and feels he
has improved as a result of the
NESCAC schedule.
“It’s really been great for me,

Alex Dennett / The Tufts Daily

The men’s squash team starts individual matches this weekend.
playing the top players and getting so many good matches,”
Advani said. “In the individuals
I want to play as well as I can
and see what I can do. However, I
think [Schweitzer] and I are equal
players no matter where we are
playing, and he also has a very
strong chance [of winning].”
The
Jumbos’
No.
2,
Schweitzer has been battling
a groin injury that he suffered during winter training,
and played for the first time in
nearly a month last weekend.
He had some success at the
NESCAC tournament, including a five-set win against Colby
College’s No. 2 Trey Simpson, but
is worried about his match fitness
looking ahead of the rigors of an
individual tournament.
“My aerobic fitness was noticeably decreased in the match,”
Schweitzer said. “Normally, this
would not bode well for an intense
individual tournament coming
up, but hopefully with intense
training sessions throughout this
week, I can play well.”
When playing at their best,

Schweitzer and Advani have a
strong shot at winning most
matches, even in a nationally
competitive setting.
And while Ho may not have
had quite the same level of success, the time he spent at No. 2
with Schweitzer out has helped
him improve immensely against
similar players.
“I’ve had a big jump in competition from last year and
a lot of tough matches,” Ho
said. “With that, I feel like my
skills have improved a lot and
am really looking forward to
the individuals.”
Schweitzer has seen this
marked improvement firsthand
and says he expects to see more
of the same this weekend.
“Jeremy has been improving
all season,” Schweitzer said. “As
a player who is incredibly fit,
he often relied on long rallies
to outlast his opponents. Now
that he has successfully added
a finesse side to his game,
Jeremy has a real shot at taking down some highly ranked
opponents.”

talking is involved in great man-to-man
defense, how important confidence in
your teammates is.”
Berube may not quite be a grandmassee WOMEN’S BASKETBALL, page 15

Women’s Squash

Women’s squash
swept in NESCACs
by

Tyler Maher

Contributing Writer

In what has been a trying season for the Tufts women’s squash
team, the Jumbos hit another
rough patch during last weekend’s NESCAC tournament.
The Jumbos came into the
opening round of the 2013
NESCAC
Women’s
Squash
Championship as the 11th seed
and drew a matchup with 6th
seed Bowdoin last Friday at
Trinity College.
The Polar Bears handled the
Jumbos with ease, winning the
match 9-0 to knock Tufts out
of the championship bracket.
Bowdoin swept eight of the
nine matches 3-0 and lost just
one game overall when Tufts
sophomore Charlotte Griffiths
scored a win to open the seventh match.
Despite drawing first blood
with her 11-6 triumph, Griffiths
couldn’t fend off Bowdoin’s
Christiana Whitcomb, who rallied to win the match by taking
the next three games 11-5, 11-4,
and 11-2.
Tufts traveled to Wesleyan for
a pair of consolation matches on
Saturday against 10th seed Conn.
College and ninth seed Colby
College, but didn’t fare much better against the weaker competition. The Jumbos dropped both
matchups 9-0 in the Rosenbaum
Squash Center and fell to 3-10 on
the season.
Colby crushed Tufts, winning every set of every match,
but the Jumbos played considerably better against the Camels.
Sophomore Paige Dahlman and
senior co-captain Jessica Rubine

came tantalizingly close to victory, leading 2-1 before losing
close fifth games, 12-10 and 11-6,
respectively.
Tufts will get another crack at
both teams next week in its final
tournament of the season.
Despite
disappointing
results, senior co-captain Hafsa
Chaudhry is staying focused on
the positives.
“We feel we have a lot to be
proud of based on our performance on the court,” she said.
“Each team member played
her best squash as we faced
tough opponents.”
Chaudhry cited Dahlman’s
perseverance and Rubine’s anticipation as specific highlights of
the tournament.
The Jumbos hope to have more
success when they visit Bowdoin
this weekend for the Div. III
Individual Championships, a
new tournament to which Tufts
will send its top three players
— Rubine, senior Ushashi Basu
and sophomore Ann Bellinger.
Rubine is looking forward to
the challenge, as she believes it
will offer unique opportunities,
challenges and experiences.
“[We will] see many of the top
players that we have faced before,
and also some teams that we
haven’t played against in years,”
she said. “It will be a chance for
us to get some more good matches in before team nationals the
following weekend.”
In the meantime, Chaudhry
says the Jumbos will keep working hard in practice this week.
She expects the team to focus
on its strengths while refining
fundamentals such as match
strategy and shot planning.

